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Abstra t
We onsider the problems of so ietal norms for ooperation and reputation when it
is possible to obtain \ heap pseudonyms", something whi h is be oming quite ommon
in a wide variety of intera tions on the Internet. This introdu es opportunities to misbehave without paying reputational onsequen es. A large degree of ooperation an
still emerge, through a onvention in whi h new omers \pay their dues" by a epting
poor treatment from players who have established positive reputations. One might
hope for an open so iety where new omers are treated well, but there is an inherent
so ial ost in making the spread of reputations optional. We prove that no equilibrium an sustain signi antly more ooperation than the dues-paying equilibrium in
a repeated random mat hing game with a large number of players in whi h players
have nite lives and the ability to hange their identities, and there is a small but
nonvanishing probability of mistakes.
Although one ould remove the ineÆ ien y of mistreating new omers by disallowing
anonymity, this is not pra ti al or desirable in a wide variety of transa tions. We dis uss
the use of entry fees, whi h permits new omers to be trusted but ex ludes some players
with low payo s, thus introdu ing a di erent ineÆ ien y. We also dis uss the use
of free but unrepla eable pseudonyms, and des ribe a me hanism whi h implements
them using standard en ryption te hniques, whi h ould be pra ti ally implemented
in ele troni transa tions.
 This
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1 Introdu tion
One of the fundamental questions of so ial theory is the onditions whi h fa ilitate ooperation. Repetition and reputation are two of the most useful features. Repetition auses
people to ooperate in the present in order to avoid negative onsequen es in future intera tions with the same people. Reputations spread information about people's behavior, so that
expe tations of future intera tions an in uen e behavior even if the future intera tions may
be with di erent people than those in the present. The ways in whi h reputations spread an
a e t their ability to in uen e behavior, and it is espe ially interesting to onsider situations
where people exer ise some ontrol over the spread of their own reputations, a situation that
is ommon on the Internet.
The Internet has spawned numerous so ial and business environments that allow frequent
and meaningful intera tions among people who are relative strangers. This leads to many
problems and properties that do not usually arise in other so ial settings. However, the
pliability of the Internet as a so ial stru ture also allows for a large degree of \engineering"
whi h is also more diÆ ult in standard so ial settings, allowing for the solution of many
of these problems, and providing a fertile ground for the appli ation of many tools from
e onomi s and game theory.1
The key aspe t of reputation on the Internet that does not typi ally arise in non-ele troni
settings is the ability to easily hange one's identity; whereas in real life this is a omplex
pro ess (often involving national governments and osmeti surgery) on the Internet an identity hange may require just a few keystrokes.2 Thus, a person has a hoi e of intera ting
1 For

example, re ent appli ations in lude the e onomi s of information (Varian, 1997), e onomi aspe ts
of evaluations (Avery, Resni k and Ze khauser, 1999), aspe ts of ompetition (Bakos and Brynjolfsson,
1998), ost sharing (Moulin and Shenker (1992), Herzog, Shenker and Estrin, (1997)) and various properties
of learning (Friedman and Shenker, 1998).
2 Many games, au tion sites, and intera tive forums allow users to hoose a pseudonym when they register.
Even servi es that identify users based on their email addresses do not prevent identity hanges, sin e
users an easily a quire new email addresses through free servi es like Hotmail. Beyond name hanges,
the Internet enables ompletely anonymous intera tions. For example, anonymizing intermediaries su h as
remailers and proxy servers an ex hange messages between parties without revealing either one's identity to
the other (Golds hlag, Reed, and Syverson 1999, Rubin and Reiter 1999). There are even te hniques using
ryptography that allow for ele troni payments where the buyer's identity is untra eable (S hneier, 1996,
p. 139-147).
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anonymously (by hanging identi ers onstantly) or maintaining a persistent identity. This
ase is intermediate between persistent identities and totally anonymous intera tions. In
e e t, the option of anonymity turns the transfer of reputation information into a strategi variable, ontrolled by ea h player, in ontrast to previous work (Kandori (1992), and
Milgrom, North and Weingast (1990)) where reputation transfer is limited but not under
players' ontrol.3
With name hanges, people an easily shed negative reputations.4 For example, some
health support forums have been shaken by people who pretend to have severe illnesses and
other problems. On e found out su h people often reappear on the same or a di erent forum
with a new identity and repeat the pro ess. For example, Ali e Grady (1998) reported
on a woman who laimed that she had an eating disorder and an abusive boyfriend to
gain sympathy in an eating-disorder hat group on the Internet. Eventually found out, she
ontinued her tales in other support groups.
Chased out of the eating-disorder hat room, the woman turned up in others,
in luding one for sexual-abuse survivors. She was found out and banished from
that one, too, then joined another group. When last heard from, she was dying
of AIDS.
Easy name hanges make it natural to distrust new omers, sin e they may really be
people who have just hanged identi ers. But su h distrust imposes other osts. Grady
(1998) reports:
In another s am that dragged on for months last year, a girl [Kim℄ who said
she was 15 ommuni ated on line with parents of premature infants. The 400
or so members in the virtual support group had babies who were or had been
riti ally ill and had spent months in the hospital. ...
3 Tadelis

(1999) onsiders an interesting model where reputation transfer is a strategi variable but where
performan e is not. In that model, names may be traded from higher skill to lower skill players, de reasing
but not eliminating the signaling value of reputations. By ontrast, we are interested in situations where
reputations serve not as signals of underlying skill but as motivators for good performan e.
4 On the Internet, nobody knows that yesterday you were a dog, and therefore should be in the doghouse
today.
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Regardless of what drove Kim, her behavior had a hilling e e t on a group
that had been trusting and losely knit. Some parents expressed feelings of
betrayal, and many stopped posting messages. People in the group agreed to
provide information so a oordinator ould verify that they really were parents
of preemies. Some new omers were put o by the atmosphere of suspi ion.
Even with easy name hanges, there an still be a fair amount of ooperation, however,
as people will want to develop positive reputations. For example, the on-line au tion servi e
eBay (www.ebay. om) maintains a \Feedba k Forum" for buyers and sellers to make omments about ea h other, after a trade is ompleted.5 As analyzed by Peter Kollo k (1998),
people go out of their way to a umulate positive omments and, on e they have a umulated them, to avoid negative omments.6 Two empiri al studies, by David Lu king-Reiley
et al (2000) and by Patri k Bajari and Ali Horta su (2000) suggest that, at least for some
produ t ategories, negative omments redu e selling pri es, though the studies do not show
a lear e e t of positive omments on pri es.
New omers an over ome initial distrust by a epting bad treatment for a while, a form
of dues paying that is suÆ ient to dis ourage parti ipants from hanging identi ers. But
suspi ion of new omers is so ially ineÆ ient, espe ially in free- owing environments with
lots of new omers: it would be more eÆ ient to trust new omers until they proved untrustworthy, if that did not provide in entives for parti ipants to misbehave and then hange
identi ers. The distrust an be eliminated entirely through a subtle punishment strategy,
where new omers are distrusted only if a veteran player in the previous period did something wrong. That strategy is quite brittle, however, in the fa e of either a few mali ious
parti ipants7 or o asional mistakes (trembles), su h as typing the wrong key by a ident.
5 Re

ognizing the importan e of persistent reputations, eBay o ers an easy name- hanging fa ility, but a
person's feedba k omments follow su h name hanges. This attempt to limit reputation shedding may be
futile, however, sin e a person an easily a quire a new email address and then re-register with no tra e of
the earlier omments.
6 One parti ipant reported that after an a idental snafu, he re eived a he k from the seller for more
than the pur hase pri e of the item he had bought, along with a request not to enter a negative omment.
[David Ri hardson, personal ommuni ation, January 1998.℄
7 If it were possible to ollapse an entire so ial order with a single mali ious a t, then it is hard to imagine
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In fa t, with either mali ious players or o asional trembles, we prove that there is no way
to a hieve substantially more ooperation in equilibrium than that a hieved by distrusting
all new omers. Thus, the distrust of new omers is an inherent so ial ost of easy identity
hanges.8
Unfortunately, the obvious solution of disallowing anonymity is problemati for a variety
of reasons, from questions of ivil liberties to the pra ti al e e ts on information ex hange.
On-line support forums for diseases su h as AIDS ould not fun tion without some guarantees
of anonymity, in order to avoid negative onsequen es from people they know in real life nding out about their ondition. On a lighter side, many users of gaming network sites su h as
hess ( hess.onenet.net), ba kgammon (www.netgammon. om), bridge (www.okbridge. om),
go (igs.nuri.net) or quake (www.idsoftware. om) prefer anonymity, while role playing games
depend fundamentally on the disasso iation between real identities and roles played. Despite the disasso iation with real identities, information about the past behavior of players
is important in hoosing partners who play at a similar skill level, have a ompatible sense
of sportsmanship, and have fast network onne tions. Thus, we must en ourage players to
maintain a persistent identi er within ea h so ial arena without relying on the veri ation
and revelation of true identities.
that some player would not topple the system for `fun.' Consider su h ommon entities on the Internet as
viruses and worms.
8 This is somewhat analogous to the trust-building that must a ompany the beginning of long-term relationships. Ghosh and Ray (1996), Kranton (1996) and Watson (1999) analyze models where individuals
form ooperative pairwise relationships that either party an break o at any time. At the end of a relationship, both individuals are randomly mat hed with someone else, and no information about past behavior is
available to the new partner. In order to maintain ooperation in the long-term relationships, there must be
a ost to starting over, and the equilibria they nd all begin with some type of sunk ost, su h as a slow-start
where partners play for low stakes initially and gradually trust more over time. Breaking o a mat h in
these models is analogous to hanging a pseudonym in our ontext, whi h in equilibrium must in ur a ost
for the individual, to en ourage players to maintain good behavior using their urrent pseudonyms.
In our model, when two new omers meet their play is analogous to these slow-start strategies. However,
unlike these models of long-term relationships, starting over is not a symmetri a t in our analysis; a veteran
player an maintain a positive reputation with her urrent pseudonym even if an intera tion partner a ts
badly and starts over with a new pseudonym. This enables us to onsider what happens when new omers
intera t with veterans, and we nd equilibria where veterans extra t dues dire tly from new omers rather
than equilibria where new omers dissipate value in their intera tions with ea h other. This behavior is
analogous to an asymmetri version of the giving of gifts that are ostly to the giver but not valuable to the
re eiver, whi h an also be used to maintain long term relationships (see, e.g., Carmi heal and Ma leod ,
1996).
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An obvious andidate is the use of entry fees (asso iated with ea h personal identi er).
One ommonly used pro edure is a time onsuming registration pro ess; while su h a proedure may en ourage ooperation, it is learly wasteful. Using monetary registration fees
entails no su h loss of eÆ ien y, as they are pure transfers, but in a heterogeneous environment may prevent players from using the system, whi h is learly ineÆ ient as these systems
are essentially publi goods with zero or e e tively negative marginal ost (due to network
externalities).
The onventional wisdom is that there is an inherent tradeo between anonymity and
a ountability. For example, several arti les in a spe ial issue of The Information So iety
emphasize that there are real bene ts to anonymity, despite the osts that ome from redu ed
a ountability (Kling et al 1999, Marx 1999, Nissenbaum 1999). The bene ts stem from
separating behavior in one realm from possible reper ussions in another, and an a rue to
whistle-blowers, politial dissidents, people with stigmatized diseases, and people who merely
want to keep their pur hasing behavior private from potential gossips. The onsensus of a
AAAS sponsored onferen e, as reported by Tei h et al (1999), was that the tradeo s should
sometimes be resolved in favor of anonymity and thus that regulatory regimes should strive
to preserve the possibility of anonymity. We show, however, that it is not always ne essary
to hoose: there is an intermediate form of anonymity that maintains the priva y bene ts
but redu es the so ial osts from loss of a ountability.
We propose a system of anonymous erti ates in whi h, for ea h di erent so ial arena, a
person is given a single identi er that is unrelated to the person's true identity; however, the
erti ate provider guarantees that ea h person will only be granted a single erti ate (in
ea h arena). We all these on e-in-a-lifteime identi ers. A player using a on e-in-a-lifetime
identi er e e tively ommits to having his reputation spread through the arena. Given the
option, players would hoose to make su h ommitments and thus a hieve the same level
of ooperation that would be a hieved playing under their true identi ers. If, for example,
a olle tion of support groups de ned itself as a single arena, then a mali ious intruder
ould disrupt only one group; ex lusion from that group ould lead to ex lusion from the
6

others. We show that su h erti ates an be onstru ted with a large degree of se urity
using standard en ryption te hniques.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next se tion we present the basi model. Se tion 3 onsiders the e e ts of a fra tion  of mali ious players who thrive on sowing dis ord
among the other players and the related s enario where ea h player trembles with probability . Se tion 4 dis usses monetary entry fees. Finally, se tion 5 presents the erti ate
me hanism for on e-in-a-lifetime identi ers.

2 The Basi Model
We onsider an in nite, syn hronously repeated game with periods t 2 T = f0; 1; : : :g. In
ea h period, there are M a tive players. At the end of ea h period M exit (e.g., their
interests hange and they no longer visit the web site or parti ipate in that newsgroup) and
the same number of new players enter. (Assume that 2 (0; 1) and M is an integer.)
Players are labeled by i 2 Z+, where players 1::M enter at t = 0. In ea h period, urrent
players are mat hed at random (uniformly) to play a prisoner's dilemma9 with payo s:
C
D
C 1; 1 1; 2
D 2; 1 0; 0
At the beginning of ea h period, a tive players may have the hoi e of ontinuing to
play under their urrent identi ers or getting new ones. (When obtaining a new identi er is
possible, it is ostless; we dis uss entry fees in Se tion 4.) When players are paired, ea h is
told only the identi er urrently being used by the other. Thus, a player who a quires a new
identi er is indistinguishable (to all the other players) from a new entrant to the system.
We assume that the system keeps a publi history of whi h identi ers were paired in
9 While

some of the real-world intera tions we dis uss, su h as health support forums, are not pure
prisoner's dilemmas, they do ontain opportunities for either sel sh behavior that hurts others or for more
ooperative, mutually bene al behavior. The prisoner's dilemma is a useful model be ause it pla es the
in entives for hoosing between these behaviors in stark relief.
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previous periods and the a tions taken by the players ontrolling those identi ers.10 Thus,
when two players meet, ea h an see the opponent's omplete history, whi h in ludes not
only the a tions played by the opponent, but also those by the opponent's opponents, ad
in nitum. To model this simply, we assume that in period t the entire history of play,
hts 2 Hst , is ommon knowledge, where hts is the pairing of identi ers and the a tions taken in
time periods prior to t.11 Ea h player also knows her own personal history of name hanges,
hti 2 Hit , where hti is the history of identi ers used by player i in periods prior to t.
We will also assume that there is an exogenous signal q, whi h is uniformly distributed
on [0; 1℄. This signal is revealed at the beginning of period t before players hoose their
a tions.12 Player i's strategy in period t is a mapping sti : Hst  Hit  HEt ! (fC; Dg),
where HEt is the history of exogenous signals up to and in luding qt. Let S be the set of all
su h (mixed behavioral) strategies.
A player's payo for a strategy si is given by the total (undis ounted) expe ted payo . For
example, if player i enters in period b(i) then her payo from strategy ve tor s, whi h in ludes
her own strategy and strategies for ea h of the other players, is given by ui(s) = Ptb=(ib)+(i)l(i) uti
where uti is her payo in period t and l(i) is the \age" of player i when she exits the system.13
Note that the expe ted lifetime of a player is 1= so we de ne the normalized (per-period)
10 In our s enario, it is not possible to have expli it norms of behavior that are entrally enfor ed. It
may be fairly easy, however, to publish the history, and leave the enfor ement up to the a tual players. In
pra ti e, this history is aptured either by monitoring play, su h as on the Internet Go Server (igs.nuri.net),
or by gathering expli it feedba k from parti ipants about ea h other, as on the Internet Au tion site eBay
(www.ebay. om). Wherever possible, expli it and entrally enfor eable rules of behavior should be applied,
and then one an interpret our analysis as modeling the part of the intera tion for whi h su h rules are not
entrally enfor eable.
11 This assumption is made to simplify notation; the equilibrium strategies that we are interested in will
use far less information. Also, this assumption allows us to disentangle the e e ts aused by name hanges
from those generated by imperfe t transfer of information about the history of play. The question of the
reliability of player reported information is quite omplex and beyond the s ope of this paper. For example,
eBay founder Pierre Omidyar exhorted users to give negative feedba k when it was warranted (Omidyar,
1998), apparently be ause users hesitated to give negative feedba k in fear that it would be re ipro ated.
12 On e we introdu e trembles (Se tion 3) there will be no need for exogenous signals, as players would be
able to orrelate on the history of trembles. Nonetheless, we will maintain the exogenous signals to simplify
the presentation.
13 In our model, players do not know in advan e when they will exit. Endogenous exit reates problems
of defe tion prior to exit. Tadelis (2000) analyzes a model in whi h the possibility of privately selling one's
name upon exit maintains in entives for ooperation prior to exit.
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payo to be E [ui(s)℄.14 We will onsider only sequential equilibria, for whi h we use the
standard de nition (e.g., Fudenberg and Tirole (1991)).
Our ben hmark for the amount of ooperation will be the average among all the players
of the expe ted per-period payo ,
PN E [ui(s)℄
V (s) = lim inf i=0
N

N !1

Thus, if every player ooperates in every period then V = 1 while if every player defe ts in
every period then V = 0.
2.1 Fixed identi ers

If players are unable to hange their identi ers (eg., if they must reveal their real-world
names), the publi history makes total ooperation a sustainable equilibrium. For example,
suppose every player adopts the following lo alized punishment strategy (LPS). LPS alls for
a player to play C against a new omer or against a veteran who omplied with LPS in the
previous period, and D against a veteran who deviated in the previous period. For  1=2,
V (LP S ) = 1 when identi ers are xed.
2.2 Free identi er hanges

If players an hange their identi ers freely, LPS is no longer an equilibrium, be ause a
player an defe t, then a quire a new identi er and be treated as a new omer, against
whom other players ooperate. Another strategy, however, does lead to total ooperation
in equilibrium. That strategy, the \publi grim trigger strategy" (PGTS { a generalized
punishment strategy), has every player defe t if there has ever been a defe tion in an earlier
period, and otherwise ooperate. As long as  1=2, ooperation is the best strategy while
everyone else is ooperating and defe tion is the best strategy if a defe tion triggers everyone
else to start defe ting. Thus, PGTS is a sequential equilibrium. For  1=2, V (P GT S ) = 1.
14 Note

also that 1
plays a role analogous to a dis ount fa tor, although this model does not in lude
an expli it dis ount fa tor.
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Intuitively, however PGTS seems fragile and unrealisti . We now introdu e a new element
into the model that highlights the fragility of PGTS.

3 Mali ious Players and Trembles
Suppose there are a few mali ious players who like to see others su er and thus will hoose
a tions that ause a general in rease in the level of defe tion. Mali ious players make up
a small but non-zero fra tion of the population, . Alternatively, onsider the problem of
o asional mistakes by well-meaning players. These may o ur from errors of judgment,
unstable network onne tions (a player who is faring badly in a ba kgammon game may quit
the game be ause of a lost network onne tion, whi h ould appear to the opponent as poor
sportsmanship) or simply be ause a person mistakenly hits the wrong key on a keyboard. Let
 be the probability that when a player attempts to hoose an a tion, that she trembles and
plays the other a tion. In the presen e of trembles, a strategy de nes the deliberate hoi es
that players make, onditioned on the observed a tions of others. Trembles are randomly
determined after their deliberate hoi es, so that a player who deliberately hooses D will
a tually play C with probability , and vi e-versa.15
In our model, we need some exogenous variability in the number of new identi ers ea h
period, to eliminate unrealisti strategies that trigger based on the number of new identi ers.
The variability ould ome from variation in the number of players leaving the game. Instead,
we assume that at the end of ea h period ea h player `loses' his identi er by a ident with
probability  and must start again as an entrant with a new identi er. There is no reason
why the probability of losing one's identi er should be equal to that of trembling; we simply
assume this to redu e notation.
The e e ts of mali ious players are similar to those for trembles, sin e ea h introdu es a
few defe tions that are not hosen by normal players. In the remainder of this paper we fo us
15 Note

that when there are nite trembles, this game is essentially a repeated game with imperfe t publi
information (Green and Porter 1984, Abreu, Pear e, and Sta hetti, 1990), i.e., players annot always tell
whether defe tions were deliberate or aused by trembles.
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on the model with trembles. The analysis for the game with mali ious players is analogous.16
We will be interested in the so ial welfare for xed  and large populations. Let V (; M )
be the supremum of V (s) over all sequential equilibria, with population M in ea h period
and the probability of a tremble  and probability of a lost identi er . De ne the \stable
value" of the game to be
SV = lim
lim V  (; M ):
!0 M !1
Thus, the stable value is the maximal expe ted per-period so ial welfare when the population
is large in relation to the error rate.17
To simplify presentation and analysis, we will rely on order notation. Thus, the statement
g () = O(f ()) implies that there exists some > 0 su h that for  suÆ iently small,
jg()j  f (). Similarly, for M , where we are interested in large values, g(M ) = O(f (M ))
implies that there exists some > 0 su h that for M suÆ iently large, jg(M )j  f (M ).
3.1 Fixed Identi ers

First, onsider the ase in whi h players an not hange their identi ers. The LPS strategy,
where players defe t against players who deviated in the previous period, is an equilibrium,
with no deliberate defe tion.
< :3, M > 1 and  < :1, LPS is an equilibrium with V (s)
O(). More pre isely, V (s)  1 2.

Proposition 1 For all

1

=

16 That

a small probability of trembles or mali ious players an have important e e ts is well known. For
example, the evolutionary behavior of the prisoner's dilemma is very di erent with trembles than without
(Nowak and Sigmund, 1993) while the e e t of a few \atypi al players" an have dramati e e ts on the set
of equilibria (Kreps et. al., 1982).
17 Note that the stable value di ers from some analyses of games with trembles in whi h the order of the
limits is reversed. For example, with the order reversed, Ellison's (1994) analysis shows that the prisoner's
dilemma with anonymous random mat hing attains
lim lim V (; M ) = 1

M !1 !0

using randomized versions of ontagion strategies, while Friedman (1997) has shown that the stable value
for that game is 0. The SV order of limits is more appropriate for our analysis, where we expe t a large
enough population so that at least one error per period is expe ted. The reversed order would e e tively
take a limit where the number of errors, M, approa hes 0.
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Thus, we get the standard result of full ooperation (ex ept for trembles) analogous to
that for a prisoner's dilemma of iterated play with the same partner.
Corollary 1 For the game with persistent identities SV

= 1.

3.2 Free Identi er Changes

When players an freely hange identi ers, mali ious players or trembles ruin the PGTS
equilibrium. A single tremble or mali ious player auses mass defe tion in future periods.
For any  > 0, PGTS has an expe ted average per-period payo of 0; V (P GT S ) = 0.
As dis ussed by Ellison (1994), PGTS an be repla ed by a \publi forgiving trigger
strategy" (PFTS) that works for (very) small  > 0. In PFTS a player ooperates until
the rst time someone defe ts. Then she hooses D for a nite number of periods (the
punishment phase) after whi h she goes ba k to ooperating. For xed , however, as M gets
large, there will be a tremble in almost every period and this will not be an equilibrium.18
The point of the punishment phase is to deter non-mali ious players from defe ting. An
alternative way to do that is through a \paying your dues" strategy (PYD), whi h makes
it mu h less attra tive to have a new identi er than one that has a history of ooperative
a tion. Essentially, it rewards positive reputations rather than punishing negative reputations. Under PYD, when an entrant meets a ompliant veteran (non-entrant) the entrant
hooses C and the veteran hooses D. Thus, `dues' are transferred from the entrant to the
veteran, although at a ost to overall eÆ ien y. The dues a t as an endogenous entry fee,
dis ouraging a veteran from deviating sin e he must then hange his name, behave as an
entrant and pay more dues.
While our prisoner's dilemma model suggests that dues be paid in the form of \defe tion"
against ooperative new omers in a simultaneous game, in pra ti e new omers' dues may
take several forms. In fraternity initiation, new omers perform work or a ept humiliation.
At eBay, new buyers may have to a ept shipping delays (for example, a seller may wait for
18 Even

if trembles are very rare, an environment where PFTS operates may attra t a mali ious player,
sin e su h a player an reate a large disruption. Thus in (the perhaps more realisti ) ase when the number
of mali ious players is endogenous our dis ussion is also valid.
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a new omer's he k to lear before sending goods, but send goods immediately to veteran
buyers) and new sellers may have to a ept lower pri es for their goods.19 Kollo k (1998)
reports that new omers a ept more transa tion risks in the on-line environment for trading
playing ards for the game Magi . After people who have never met ea h other agree to
ex hange ards (or sell ards for money), the person without an established reputation has
to send his ard rst; the veteran should re ipro ate after re eiving the new omer's ard,
but the new omer a epts the risk that this might not happen.
Formally, the PYD strategies are as follows. Identi ers are divided into two types, entrants (those that have no history of previous a tions), and veterans. Identi ers are said to
be \in omplian e" if all their past a tions onform to the PYD strategy (entrants are trivially in omplian e). Note that an identi er an remain in omplian e even after defe ting,
so long as the defe tion was alled for in the PYD strategy. A player always ooperates if
both she and her opponent are the same type and \in omplian e". If a ompliant veteran
meets an entrant then the entrant hooses C and, if q < q^( ; ; M ), the veteran hooses D
(otherwise C ) where
1 1=M
q^( ; ; M ) =
(1 )(2
2=M  + =M +  )(1 2 )
(Note that to improve eÆ ien y we only require dues to be paid part of the time. This is
the reason for introdu ing the exogenous signal q.) If either player is not in omplian e,
then both players hoose D. Finally, the strategy alls for a player whose identi er is not in
omplian e to take on a new identi er and begin again as an entrant.
The fun tion q^( ; ; M ) is pre isely the minimal punishment probability to prevent a
player from deliberately deviating and then returning as an entrant in the following period.
In the absen e of trembles, for M going to in nity, this equilibrium has expe ted payo per
player of 1 2 1 . Some of a player's rst-period dues may be re overed in later periods if
the player is allowed to defe t against a new omer, but there is a net loss of between .5 and 1
19 In

a somewhat di erent s enario, Carl Shapiro (1983) suggests below- ost pri ing as a way of investing
in a reputation and Benjamin Klein and Keith Leer (1981) suggest that new omers ould make other
rm-spe i
apital investments su h as pur hasing advertising.
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utils per player. As the following proposition shows, for small , PYD is still an equilibrium
with approximately the same payo s.
< :3,  < :1 and M > 11, and q^( ; ; M )  1, PYD is an equilibrium
O() O(1=M ).
of the game with impersistent identities, where V (s) = 1 2
Proposition 2 For

From this we get a lower bound for the stable value, resulting from the dues paid by
new omers (essentially, the 2 term). As epsilon go to zero in omputing the stable value
limit, the losses by veterans who tremble goes to 0. (Note that the ondition q^( ; ; M )  1
is automati ally satis ed when < :24 or  < :05.)
Corollary 2 For the game with impersistent identities SV

1

2

.

Note that for small , the PYD equilibrium implies an average loss in (unnormalized)
payo s to ea h player of (2 ) 1, whi h is approximately 1=2 for lose to zero.
Although ompliant veterans never deliberately deviate from the PYD equilibrium, the
equilibrium in ludes defe tions. There is dues paying by new omers and by veterans who
trembled in the previous period, leading to some ineÆ ien y. It is logi al that trembling
players be punished, else other players will misbehave and laim to have trembled. It seems
wasteful, however, to punish the true new omers, who have done nothing wrong. If, somehow,
the trembling players were usually punished but the true new omers usually were not, su h
an out ome would have value V (s) = 1 O() and a stable value of 1 even though previous
period deviants annot be distinguished from this period's true new omers.
It is, in fa t, possible, to do somewhat better than the PYD equilibrium. For example,
onsider a variant that omits the dues for new omers in any period following one where there
are no deviations. This strategy yields an equilibrium, but for xed , as M gets large there
will almost always be at least one deviation, so the improvement over PYD is only O(e M ).
More generally, there may be ways to ondition the payo s for new omers in the next
period on the olle tive behavior of veterans in the previous period (more dues next period
if more deviation this period). This in reases the fra tion of the total dues paid by tremblers
14

(as opposed to true new omers). Our next proposition, however, shows that no equilibrium
yields signi antly higher payo s than PYD. Thus, while there an be improvements over
the PYD equilibrium, the improvements are slight and the bound for the stable value given
in Corollary 2 is tight.
The key ideas in the proof are:
1) Although an equilibrium an have unusual behavior for spe ial periods or spe ial players,
on average, veterans must re eive expe ted payo s that are suÆ iently larger than the entrants' payo s to prevent someone from defe ting and then returning in the following period
as a new entrant. (See lemma 2 in the proof).
2) The \most eÆ ient" (i.e., with the fewest defe tions) way to reate a di erential between
the value of being a veteran rather than an entrant is by having a veteran defe t against an
entrant, sin e this \transfers" utility from the entrants to the veterans. (See lemma 5 in the
proof).
< :3. There exists some > 0 su h that for any v > 1 2 there
exists an  su h that for all  <  and M > = there is no equilibrium, s , of the game with
impersistent identities with V (s )  v .
Proposition 3 Fix

Thus, the stable value is pre isely what was obtained from the PYD equilibrium.
Corollary 3 For the game with impersistent identities SV

=1

2

.

This shows that there is no fully eÆ ient \stable" equilibrium when identities are not
persistent and PYD has the highest payo s (to within O() + O(1=M )) of any equilibrium
strategy. One further impli ation of the two ideas behind the proof is that any equilibrium
with approximately as mu h ooperation as PYD must have almost all its defe tions be
by veterans against entrants. Thus, although the PYD equilbrium is not unique, all other
equilibria that a hieve near maximum eÆ ien y must operate in the same spirit that PYD
does, with veterans defe ting against entrants. In parti ular, slow-start s hemes where newomers initially play low stakes games until they build reputations would be less eÆ ient
than s hemes that transfer utility from new omers to veterans.
15

4 Payments for Identi ers
The simplest method to attain full eÆ ien y in the game with impersistent identities and
either mali ious players or trembles is to make dues paying expli it, su h as with the imposition of an entry fee.20 It is easy to see that if su h a fee is hosen appropriately then
players will have a suÆ ient in entive not to defe t from the equilibrium and begin again
with a new identi er, as they would then in ur a new entry fee.
Suppose that the entry fees olle ted in period t+1 are distributed evenly among all
the players who parti ipated in period t. Sin e su h a fee is purely a transfer it does not
impa t eÆ ien y. If ea h player uses, in expe tation, the same number of identi ers, then
ea h player will, in expe tation, olle t ba k exa tly the amount of her entry fee. Players
who hange identi ers deliberately would in rease the amount that other players olle t in
distributions. Thus, if an equilibrium strategy alls for a player not to hange identi ers
deliberately, the entry fee would not impa t that player's willingness to parti ipate.
While attra tive, this s heme su ers from two problems. First, the redistribution payments may introdu e in entives for players to stay in the game beyond the time when their
natural interest or life ir umstan es hange. Thus, redistribution of entry fees would invalidate our modeling of the exit pro ess as exogenous. Even without this problem, this solution
does not work if players' expe ted lifetimes are heterogeneous. For example, some players
may know that they have a short attention span and thus don't expe t to be in the system
long enough to re oup their entry fee.
These problems an be eliminated if entry fees are not redistributed to the players (perhaps they are given to harity, or kept as pro t by an entity running the environment). If,
however, player payo s are heterogeneous, su h fees will introdu e ineÆ ien y: some players
will hoose not to parti ipate.
To make this argument expli itly, onsider a variation of the game with impersistent
20 An

alternative is to require posting of a bond for ea h new identi er, to be forfeited if some entral
authority determines that the player has deviated from a eptable behavior. The advantage of straight
entry fees over bonds is that no entral authority is needed, whi h is important on the internet where there
is often strong distrust of su h authorities.
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identities in whi h players' varying wealth auses them to value money di erently, as modeled
by a parameter  2 (0; 1℄. The expe ted payo for a player with intensity  is V (s) F ,
where F is the entry fee. Our point is easily made when = :1, and players' intensities
are i.i.d. with  = 1 (the poor players) with probability p and  = 0:01 (the wealthy
players) with probability 1 p. It is lear that in this ase, the entry fee must be suÆ iently
large to prevent the wealthy players from deviating, but this will deter the other players
from entering, thereby leading to eÆ ien y losses. More generally, the optimal entry fee
will often ex lude some players yet still be insuÆ ient to deter the wealthiest players from
defe ting. A similar problem o urs if players have heterogeneous payo s in the game rather
than heterogeneous value for money; in that ase, the optimal dues for a PYD equilibrium
would also ex lude some players from the game yet be insuÆ ient to deter some others from
defe ting regularly. The problem of large xed osts deterring some entrants is well known
in the e onomi s literature, but standard solutions su h as pri e dis rimination or two-part
tari s are not appli able here.

5 Identi er Commitments
We now des ribe an implementable system whi h a hieves full eÆ ien y even in the presen e
of heterogeneous payo s, by allowing players to redibly ommit not to hange identi ers,
still without revealing their true identities. As a starting point, suppose that there were an
intermediary, trusted by all players.21 The intermediary assigns identi ers to players when
they request them, but promises never to reveal whi h players re eived whi h identi ers.
Suppose that the intermediary also o ers a spe ial lass of identi ers, whi h we all on e-ina-lifetime identi ers but for ea h so ial arena will issue at most one su h identi er to ea h
player. A player with a on e-in-a-lifetime identi er is not prevented from returning with a
regular identi er, although regular identi ers may be viewed with suspi ion by other players.
Any equilibrium strategy ve tor for the game where identi ers are xed an be extended
21 Other

forms of intermediary have already emerged to redu e risk in e ommer e. For example, au tion
sites o er insuran e and links to es row servi es, but insuran e introdu es ineÆ ien y from moral hazard
and es row servi es introdu e signi ant transa tion osts.
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to a strategy ve tor for the game where players have the option of using on e-in-a-lifetime
identi ers. Players hoose D against regular identi ers and follow the original strategy
against on e-in-a-lifetime identi ers. Sin e regular identi ers are treated so poorly, use of
a on e-in-a-lifetime identi er e e tively signals a ommitment to keep using that identi er
rather than returning anonymously. Conversely, a player who does not use a on e-in-alifetime identi er (i.e., does not make an identi er ommitment) signals that she is not
trustworthy. In equilibrium, no one uses regular identi ers.
In parti ular, LPS (defe t against anyone who deviated in the previous period) extends
to an equilibrium with nearly omplete ooperation (only trembles are punished). Note also
that even if players di er in the intensity of their payo s, this remains an equilibrium with
full parti ipation and full ooperation, unlike entry fees, whi h might ex lude some players
from parti ipating. Thus we note that in this game the stable value is 1.
In this s enario, the players have to trust the intermediary not to reveal their true identities, even though the intermediary knows the mapping between players and identi ers. We
an redu e the trust requirement somewhat through a ryptographi te hnique known as
blind signatures (S hneier, p. 112-114).22 The proto ol, though it would a tually be implemented using en rypted ele troni ommuni ations, is easiest to des ribe with an analogy
to arbon paper and envelopes. Player A signs the outside of an envelope with her true
signature. A then types up a letter spe ifying a new on e-in-a-lifetime identi er for herself
and puts it in the envelope together with a pie e of arbon paper. She sends the envelope
to the intermediary, who he ks A's signature on the envelope without opening it. After
he king that A has not previously requested a on e-in-a-lifetime identi er, the intermediary
signs the outside of the envelope; be ause of the arbon paper, the signature bleeds through
onto the letter. The intermediary sends the unopened envelope ba k to A, who removes the
22 One

of the strengths of the Internet is the ease with whi h ompli ated en ryption and veri ation
me hanisms an be implemented. For example, Eudora Lite, a standard email program, is distributed
free with Pretty Good Priva y, an en ryption program whi h provides a large degree of se urity against
eavesdroppers. It is easy to use even for the novi e as the program does most of the work. Thus, it is
possible for ordinary people to use sophisti ated en ryption programs, something that is quite diÆ ult for
non-ele troni transa tions.
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letter, now signed by the intermediary, and presents it to other players in the game as proof
of her on e-in-a-lifetime identi er.
The intermediary never learns what identi er A is using, sin e it was sealed in the envelope, although the intermediary knows that A a quired some on e-in-a-lifetime identi er.
This proto ol is still subje t to a timing atta k, however: the intermediary an wat h to
see what new on e-in-a-lifetime identi er is used in the game, and asso iate it with the last
player who requested one. If players wish to avoid this, they need to a quire their identi ers
and hold onto them for a random length of time before they use them.
The envelope and arbon paper proto ol des ribed above an be implemented quite
pra ti ally if identi ers orrespond to private-publi en ryption key pairs. En ryption keys
are just long strings of bits; the private portion of the key pair is known only to the key's
owner, while the publi key is available to everyone. A private key is used to \sign" a string
of bits by omputing a fun tion of the bits and the private key. The fun tion works su h
that anyone with the orresponding publi key an verify that the private key was used to
make the signature, but no one an forge a signature by omputing the fun tion's output
without knowing the private key.23
Ea h player is assumed to start with a private key asso iated with her true identity.24 To
establish a on e-in-a-lifetime identi er for some arena, player A rst onstru ts a brand new
key pair (a new pseudonym). A sends the publi half of the new pair to the intermediary,
but blinds it by multiplying by a randomly hosen number (the equivalent of sealing it in an
envelope with arbon paper). The player uses the private key for her true identity to sign
the request, so that the intermediary an verify that it ame from A (only someone knowing
A's private key ould have generated the signature). If the intermediary has never previously
erti ed a pseudonym for A, the intermediary uses its own private key to sign the new blinded
23 Private-publi

en ryption and signature handling software is already built into the major Web browsers
and is routinely used for establishing private ommuni ation (URLs that begin https:// usually ause this
feature to be invoked) and for assessing the safety of downloaded ode.
24 There are some pra ti al diÆ ulties to be surmounted in setting up an infrastru ture for establishing
key pairs for individuals and publi izing the publi portion. A few ompanies, most notably Verisign, have
established a foothold in this business, and there is also spe ulation that governments may provide su h
servi es.
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publi key that A provided. A re eives the blinded signed key and is able to remove the
blinding fa tor (the equivalent of opening the envelope), leaving a erti ate, signed by the
intermediary, that attests that the new publi key is valid as a on e-in-a-lifetime identi er.
The intermediary knows that A has a quired a on e-in-a-lifetime identi er, but does not
know whi h one.
Subsequently, player A an parti ipate in the game without revealing her true identity.
She presents the erti ate and signs ommuni ations with the pseudonym's private key (not
the private key asso iated with her true identity). Other players an verify that the erti ate is authenti , using the intermediary's publi key to verify the intermediary's signature.
They an verify that the ommuni ations are signed by whoever owns the on e-in-a-lifetime
identi er, using the identi er's publi key. But no one, not even the intermediary, an tell
that the identi er belongs to A.
Note that while this pro edure involves sending long strings of bits, the transmission requirements are extremely modest ompared to even a simple web page. The omputational
burden of generating and verifying digital signatures is not trivial but omparable ryptographi operations are performed routinely by both lients and servers on the Internet today.
The burden on people is also minimal, as little as a single keystroke or mouse li k to tell the
omputer to send the on e-in-a-lifetime identi er.
There an be di erent intermediaries for di erent so ial arenas, or a single intermediary
an handle several arenas simultaneously, enfor ing a restri tion of one on e-in-a-lifetime
identi er per arena. For game servers or support groups, this pro ess will prevent players
returning over and over again with new pseudonyms, while prote ting their true identities.
There is still a danger that a person an a quire several on e-in-a-lifetime identi ers for a
single arena, if she uses several people's true identi ers to a quire the erti ates. If a robust
ryptography infrastru ture develops, however, most people will be very relu tant to allow
another to use their true identi ers. In any ase, the need to use a true identi er to a quire
a on e-in-a-lifetime identi er will impose almost no ost on individuals who wish to a quire
just one, but will impose a signi ant ost on those who try to a quire several.
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How should the intermediary for an arena be sele ted? One possibility would be for
the oÆ ial intermediary to be allo ated a ording to some publi au tion. On e hosen,
the intermediary will be a monopolist (we annot have ompetition unless the ompetitors
share information about whi h players have already been issued ommitted identi ers). The
initial au tion, however, an ompete away (most of) the monopolists' rents, at least for those
servi es that an be spe i ed by ontra t. Thus, for example, the winner of the au tion may
have to agree to provide identi ers for a xed fee, and within a spe i ed turnaround time,
or else lose its fran hise. The intermediary may also be required to submit to regular audits,
to make sure that it issues only one on e-in-a-lifetime identi er per player.25
Note that there is still a tradeo between anonymity and a ountability in the hoi e of
how broad a set of a tivities to de ne as a single arena. Should the arena in whi h a person
ommits to a single identi er onsist of eBay's Beanie Baby au tions, all eBay au tions, or
all au tions at any on-line servi e? A broader arena in reases a ountability, both be ause
there will be more histori al data available to assess any individual's reputation, and be ause
a bad reputation follows an individual to more pla es.
However, the broader the arena, the more opportunities there are for orrelating behavior
between a tivities that an individual would like to keep separate. For example, a parti ipant in an al oholi s anonymous support group may not want omments there linked with
omments he makes in other arenas and a seller of sex toys may not want to use the same
pseudonym for sales of hildren's toys. In the most extreme ase, there would be just one
arena for all of the the Internet and hen e just one Internet identi er per person. We would
expe t more narrowly de ned arenas, however, in those sensitive areas where people are
more about anonymity.
25 Au

tioning monopoly rights an be problemati , espe ially when there is un ertainty about demand
or ost of provision, lo k-in to one provider over time, or diÆ ulty in monitoring, as noted by Williamson
(1976). However, the marginal osts of providing 1L pseudonyms are suÆ iently small and the servi e is so
lear ut (and easily ontra ted on) that au tioning monopoly rights might be expe ted to work reasonably
well in pra ti e.
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6 Con luding Remarks
Even in the physi al world, name hanges have always been possible as a way to erase one's
reputation. The Internet highlights the issue, by making name hanges almost ost-free.
This reates a situation where positive reputations are valuable, but negative reputations
do not sti k. It is natural to ask how mu h ooperation an be sustained relying only on
positive reputations. The answer is, \quite a lot", but not omplete ooperation. A natural
onvention is to distrust or even mistreat strangers until they establish positive reputations.
Suspi ion of strangers is ostly to so iety. It is espe ially ostly on the Internet, sin e
the great potential of the medium is to allow people to expand their horizons, to sample a
variety of interest groups and to trade with people they have never met. It would be ni e
to reate environments where strangers were trusted until proven otherwise. Unfortunately,
obvious strategy ve tors involving ooperation with strangers are not stable, and we proved
that no strategy ve tor an do substantially better than punishing all new omers.
Thus, there is an inherent so ial ost to free name hanges. We an mitigate this ost by
harging for name hanges, but this also requires harging for names in the rst pla e. That
may ex lude poor people or those who are just exploring and not yet sure whether the payo s
from parti ipation would justify the entry fee. A better solution is to give people the option
of ommitting not to hange identi ers. We des ribed ryptographi me hanisms that enable
redible ommitment to a single pseudonym within some arena, without revealing one's true
identity. We expe t both te hniques for limiting name hanges, entry fees and pseudonym
ommitments, to blossom in Internet arenas.

A Proofs of Propositions
A.1 Proposition 1
For all < :3, M > 1 and  < :1, LPS is an equilibrium with V (s)
pre isely, V (s)  1 2.

=1

O(). More

The proof of Proposition 1 is similar to standard equilibrium proofs with some ompli22

ations due to the existen e of nite tremble probabilities.
First, onsider a single deviation from the asserted equilibrium. The only possibly profitable deviation is to try to defe t when LPS alls for ooperation. When the defe tion is
arried out, the gain is 1 as ompared to ooperation (for either a tion by the opponent) but
the player's opponent will try to defe t in the next period. This in reases by 1 2 (due to
trembles) the probability of the opponent a tually defe ting in the next period, whi h would
impose a penalty of 2 (for either a tion by the player). Thus, a de ision to deviate will be
pro table only if 1 > 2(1 )(1 2). But for the given parameters, this is never true:
2(1 )(1 2) > 2(1 :3)(1 :2) = 1:12 > 1. Thus, LPS is an equilibrium.
Next, we ompute the per-period average payo for ea h player. In any period, some
players may have deviated (unintentionally) from LPS. When 2 non-deviators meet, they
(attempt to) ooperate and ea h has an expe ted payo of (1 )2 (1) + (1 )(2) + (1
)( 1)+ 2 (0) = 1 . When 2 deviators meet they (attempt to) defe t the expe ted payo is
(1 )2 (0)+ (1 )( 1)+ (1 )(2)+ 2 (1) = . Similarly, a deviator meeting a non-deviator
gets 1+3 and the opposite yields 2 3. If there were k deviations in the previous period,
the average payo per player in the urrent period will be:
(k=M )2 + (1

k=M )(k=M )(

1 + 3) + (1

k=M )(k=M )(2

3) + (1

k=M )2 (1 ):

Using the fa t that E [k=M ℄ =  in equilibrium, this is 1 2 + 22, whi h is larger than
1 2.
A.2 Proposition 2
< :3,  < :1 and M > 11, and q^( ; ; M )  1, PYD is an equilibrium of the game with
impersistent identities, where V (s) = 1 2
O() O(1=M ).

For

As in the previous proof, the gain for defe ting when the equilibrium strategy alls for
ooperating is 1, while the loss arises be ause the expe ted payo in the next period is
redu ed, sin e the player must return as an entrant. This loss only o urs when qt+1  q^.
If the player is mat hed with a veteran, then the loss is due to the veteran hoosing defe t
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(whi h leads to a loss of 2 utils when it happens) with probability 1  instead of probability
. If the player is mat hed with an entrant then the loss is due to the player not defe ting
(whi h loses 1 util when it happens) with probability 1  instead of . The probability of
being mat hed with an entrant in the next period is the same whether the player deviates or
not, and an be al ulated from the expe ted number of trembles this period and the expe ted
number of true new omers in the next period, pe = (M + (M (1 ) 1))=(M 1).
The expe ted loss, then, from a defe tion when the strategy alls for ooperation, is
(1 )(1 2)^q(pe + 2(1 pe)). Thus, players will not try to deviate, whi h in reases the
probability of a tually deviating, if 1  (1 )(1 2)^q(pe + 2(1 pe)), whi h is satis ed
with equality for the value of q^ in the proposition.
To ompute the expe ted payo for this equilibrium, we note that by stationarity and
anonymity of PYD we need only ompute the average payo for a period. To do this we
note that the total payo in a period is M M^ where M^ is the number of defe tions in
that period, sin e every defe tion osts 1 util in total payo s. Thus V = 1 pD where pD
is the probability that a randomly hosen player will defe t. The only type of player who
attempts to defe t in equilibrium is a veteran who is mat hed with an entrant in a period
in whi h qt  q^. Let p be the probability that a veteran is mat hed with an entrant. Then
pD = (1 )^q p + (1 p)). Sin e in any period there are (on average) M + M (1
)
entrants, p = (1 )+ O( +1=M ). Sin e q^ = ((1 )(2 )) 1 + O( +1=M ) this implies
that
pD =
2 + O( + 1=M )
and thus
O( + 1=M )
V = 1 pD = 1
2
proving the proposition. 2
A.3 Proposition 3
Fix < :3. There exists some > 0 su h that for any v > 1 2 there exists an  su h
that for all  <  and M > = there is no equilibrium, s , of the game with impersistent
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identities with V (s )  v.

We will show that no strategy ve tor with average expe ted payo s greater than 1=
1=(2 ) an provide suÆ ient in entives to prevent entrants from defe ting. An equilibrium an in lude unusual behavior in sele ted periods or by sele ted players. We establish,
however, a minimal di eren e, on average, between the payo s of new omers and veterans.
If this minimum is not met, then there will be at least one player (at least one new omer,
in fa t) who in some period would deviate from the strategy. This is suÆ ient to infer a
minimal number of defe tions in any equilibrium strategy.
First note that for any equilibrium, there is a payo equivalent equilibrium in whi h no
player ever intentionally gets a new identity. Let s be a set of strategies. De ne s0 to be the
set of strategies whi h are identi al with s ex ept for the following. 1) If s tells a player to
intentionally get a new identity, then s0 has the player maintain her urrent identity. 2) In
s0 when playing against a player who would have gotten a new identity in s treat them as if
they were an entrant in the most re ent period when they should have gotten a new identity.
Clearly, su h a hange will not a e t any player's payo s or in entives and thus s0 is still
an equilibrium and is payo equivalent (along every sample path) to s. Thus, if there is
an equilibrium strategy with payo s greater than our bound, there is also one that involves
no deliberate name hanges (ex ept after name trembles). Without loss of generality, we
assume for the remainder of the proof that strategies involve no deliberate name hanges.
De ne Vi to be the expe ted per-period payo to player i onditional on the history of
play before she enters, (note that we are suppressing the expli it notation for histories, for
ease of presentation). Note that Vi will be the same for all new identi ers in the period
that i begins. Thus we will abuse the notation slightly by writing Vt for the expe ted perperiod payo to any new omer in period t, or Vb(i) for the expe ted per-period payo to
any new omer in i's rst period. De ne Wi as the expe ted per-period payo for player i
starting in the se ond period of parti ipation (b(i)+1), onditional on the fa t that the player
a tually onformed to the strategy in the previous period, onditional on not exiting after
the rst period, and onditional on all information available at the time of their a tion hoi e
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in the period in whi h they enter. De ne Vi0 as the expe ted per-period payo to player i
starting in the se ond period of parti ipation, onditional on player i a tually deviating and
not exiting.
First we note that Vb(i)+1 is a good approximation for Vi0 for `most' players.
Lemma 1 For all ;  > 0 there exists some

> 0 su h that for all M > = the following
holds: Given any t > 0 let Z be the set of entrants in period t 1; then the set Z 0 = fi 2
Z j Vi0 Vt > g satis es jZ 0 j < jZ j.26

We will refer to Z 0 as the \trigger" players, the ones whose deviations trigger big hanges
in the payo s in the next period. The proof is by ontradi tion. Suppose there exists ;  > 0
su h that for any > 0 there is a strategy ve tor s, with M > =, su h that jZ 0j  jZ j.
Let x 2 f0; 1gZ where xi = 0 if player i 2 Z deviates in period t 1 and 0 otherwise. Let
V (x) be the expe ted value of Vt under s if x is the a tual pattern of deviations by entrants
in period t 1. Let  be the set of all permutations of Z whi h respe t Z 0, i.e.,  2  is
a mapping Z ! Z su h that (Z 0) = Z 0. With a slight abuse of notation let (x) be the
permutation of the ve tor x by , e.g., (x)(i) = xi .
Now onsider a new fun tion V^ () whi h is de ned as follows, V^ (x) = P2 V ((x))=jj.
De ne V^i0 = E [V^ in period t j i deviates in period t-1℄ and V^t = E [V^ in period t℄. Note
that sin e deviations by all trigger players are equally likely that V^t = Vt . Moreover, if
i 2 Z n Z 0 , V^i0 is the average among non-trigger players of Vi0 (again, be ause in equilibrium
deviations by all trigger players are equally likely), but Vi0 Vt  for all su h players, so
that V^i0 Vt  for su h players. Similarly, if i 2 Z 0, V^i0 Vt > . Thus, V^ has the same
set of trigger players as V but V^ (x) depends only on the number of deviations by ea h type
of entrant (trigger and non-trigger) and not on whi h parti ular players deviate.
We will now show that when there are enough trigger players, ea h an have only a limited
impa t on the distribution of the number of deviations, and hen e on V^ , whi h ontradi ts
the de nition of being a trigger player. De ne V^ k = E [V^ jk deviations by trigger players℄.
26 This

setting.

result losely parallels the main lemma in Fudenberg, Levine and Pesendorfer (1998), in a di erent
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Thus, Vt = E [V^ k ℄ while for a trigger player i 2 Z 0, Vi0 = E [V^ k j i a tually deviates℄. Let
m = jZ 0 j, the number of trigger players. Then the probability of k deviations by trigger
players is given by the formula for a binomial distribution, Pkm = k!(mm! k)! k (1 )m k , while
for k  1 the probability, ontingent on i deviating, is Pkm 11. This implies that
V^i0

V^t = V^ 0 P0m +

m
X
V^ k [P m

k=1

k 1

1

Sin e V^ k 2 [ 1; 2℄ we see that
m
1 jV^ 0 V^ j  P m + X
m 1
2 i t 0 k=1 jPk 1
The sum on the r.h.s. of this equation is equal to

X Pm

bm

k=1

k

Pkm 11

m
X
+

k=bm +1

Pkm 11

Pkm ℄:

Pkm j:

Pkm

and thus the r.h.s. of that equation is equal to the sum of jP r[k  bm ℄ jP r[k 
bm ji deviates℄ and P r[k > bm ℄ P r[k > bm ji deviates℄j assuming that m is not an
integer; but both of these terms are small sin e m is the mode of both distributions, and
all the probabilities onverge to 1=2 + O((m) 1=2 ) by the entral limit theorem (Hoe ding,
1994). Thus, it is easy to show that the r.h.s. of that equation is O((m) 1=2 ) for xed
and is O((M) 1=2 ) for xed , sin e, by assumption, m > M . Thus for M suÆ ienty
large this implies that V^i0 V^t  providing the required ontradi tion.
Intuitively, the assumption of a onstant fra tion of trigger players means that, as M gets
large, there are a large number of trigger players. But when there are large number of them,
and the payo s are ontrolled only by the quantity who deviate (and not whi h ones), one
player's deliberate de ision to deviate an have only a minor impa t on the total payo s.
But that ontradi ts what it means to be trigger player. 
Now, onsider an entrant i who in equilibrium hooses C in her rst period of play. The
immediate bene t from a deviation is 1 while the future ost of returning the next period as
an entrant is W V 0 with probability (1 ). Thus, to maintain equilibrium, we must have
(1 ) (W V 0 ) > 1.
i
i
i

i
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For an entrant i who in equilibrium hooses D in her rst period of play, there is no
immediate bene t from a deviation. However, if Wi Vi0 < 0 she will hoose to get a new
name in the following period. Thus, to maintain an equilibrium with no deliberate name
hanges, we must have Wi Vi0 > 0.
Fix ; T > 0 and de ne V (T ) to be the expe ted value of Vi averaged over all players
entering before period T , i.e., all i su h that b(i) < T . Note that sin e the same number of
entrants are expe ted in ea h period, V (T ) is also the average of Vt over all t < T . Similarly
let W (T ) be the expe ted average over Wi for all i su h that b(i) < T .
For r; s 2 fe; vg let prs be the empiri al probability in periods 1 through T that player
of type r defe ts against a player of type s, while pr is the empiri al probability that type r
defe ts and p is the empiri al probability of any player defe t. Note that sin e players never
deliberately hange names, to O( + 1=M ), pr = pre + (1 )prv and p = pe + (1 )pv .
Lemma 2 If s is an equilibrium then (1

)(W

V )=

 (1 pe ) O( ++1=T ++1=M ).

Proof: On all sample paths (1 ) (Wi Vi0)  1 for players who hoose C in their rst
period in the system and (1 ) (Wi Vi0 )  0 for those who hoose D. Note that (1 pe) of
the entrants are of the rst type and pe are of the se ond type. By lemma 1, only a fra tion
 are trigger players, and their payo s are bounded, and of the remaining players, their Vi0
values are within of Vb(i)+1 . Finally, note that V is within a onstant of the average of the
Vb(i)+1 (a few V0 values are repla ed by VT values). Taking the expe tation and ombining
these proves the result. 
Now we will show that this an not o ur for any equilibrium with payo s larger than
PYD. First we ompute V and W .
Lemma 3 V

=1

p + O(1=T + 1=M + ).

Proof: This an be omputed dire tly, but it is most easily seen by noting that every
defe tion removes one util from the total payo to the players. 
Lemma 4 W

= 1 + (pve 2pev ) (1

)pvv + O(1=T + 1=M + ).
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Proof: This follows sin e a defe tion by a veteran against another veteran osts the set of
veterans 1 util, a defe tion of a veteran against an entrant gains 1 util, and a defe tion of
an entrant against a veteran loses 2 utils. 
We now show that if V is large, there are not enough defe tions overall to keep W V
suÆ iently large.
Lemma 5 If V

for any Æ > 0.

 1 =(2 )+ Æ then (1 ) (W V )  (1 pe

(1 ) Æ )+ O(1=M +1=T + ),

Proof: Let Y = (1 ) (W V ) (1 pe (1 ) Æ). Applying the formulas for W and V yield
Y = (1 ) [ (pve 2pev ) (1 )pvv + Æ + p℄ (1 pe) + O(1=M + 1=T + ): Thus, we need
to show that Ymax = fmax Y j V  1 =(2 ) + Æg  0.
Sin e V  1 p, Ymax  fmax Y j p  =(2 ) Æg  fmax Y + [ =(2 )
Æ p℄ (1 ) j p  =(2
) Æg. Ignoring the term O(1=M + 1=T + ), we get Ymax 
fmax (1 ) [ (pve 2pev ) (1 )pvv + Æ + =(2 ) Æ℄ (1 pe) j p  =(2 ) Æg.
It is easy to see that both pev and pvv will be 0 at the maximum, so Ymax  fmax (1
)pve 1=(2 ) + pee j 2pee + (1 )pve  =(2 ) Æg. The onstraint implies that
Ymax  1=(2
) + 1=(2 ) Æ= = Æ= . This is stri tly negative and thus remains
negative when the order terms, O(1=M + 1=T + ), are in luded. 
Proof of Proposition: By the assumption on V and Lemma 5 we know that (1 ) (W
V )  (1 pe (1 ) Æ )+ O(1=M +1=T + ), but for any Æ > 0, this ontradi ts Lemma 2 when
; , and 1=T are suÆ iently small. By Lemma 1, hoosing suÆ iently large and letting
T go to in nity makes those values arbitrarily small and thus yields a ontradi tion. 2
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